Where Are We Now?
Debate regarding the safety and efficacy of transphyseal pediatric ACL reconstruction remains at the forefront of sports medicine surgery. Do we need to reconstruct the ACL in all skeletally immature patients? Will ACL reconstruction allow pediatric patients to return to preinjury activity levels, and give them a long-lasting stable knee? Will ACL reconstruction in this patient population prevent meniscus and cartilage damage, and therefore, early osteoarthritis? Do traditional bone tunnels put the growth plates at risk of premature closure? Should we alter our technique to minimize damage or avoid the physes all together? Is it simply better just to wait for skeletal maturity, and then perform ACL reconstruction using traditional techniques?
Traditional tunnel placement with soft tissue autograft and fixation avoiding the physes has yielded satisfactory restoration of stability, motion, and function with minimal risk of growth arrest [1, [3] [4] [5] . Physeal damage with subsequent limb length inequality or angular deformity may lead to further corrective surgery, however this complication appears to be fairly rare after transphyseal ACL reconstruction.
Even so, ACL reconstruction techniques have been developed that do not require tunnels that cross the physes. Authors have reported on these so-called ''all-epiphyseal'' ACL reconstructions at a number of time intervals, including time intervals through skeletal maturity [1, [6] [7] [8] .
Anderson [2] , who published a series of 12 patients that underwent transepiphyseal ACL reconstruction with a mean followup of 4.1 years, found that patients had a mean IKDC score of 96.5 out of 100. The author also found no clinically important limb length discrepancies in his series.
Where Do We Need To Go?
Despite thousands of ACL reconstructions performed yearly in pediatric patients, there remains a paucity of data with respect to how to manage these patients. The paper by Schmale and colleagues demonstrates clearly that outcomes in this patient population are far inferior to what we have traditionally come to expect from ACL reconstruction. Reasons for the high reinjury and reoperation rates may be related to the inherent risk of these patients, surgical technique, postoperative rehabilitation, inadequate return to play assessment, and lack of prevention programs. The next step in pediatric ACL reconstruction should focus on studying ideal tunnel position, graft source, and fixation strategies, while avoiding growth plate injury. However, even more important than surgical technique is how to prevent these young patients from tearing their ACL grafts but still allow them to return to preinjury activity levels. Just as prevention programs have been shown to be highly effective in reducing overall ACL injury rates [9] , postoperative prevention programs should be emphasized as well. Although the data is quite compelling, these preinjury or postoperative ACL prevention programs have not gained widespread popularity.
How Do We Get There?
Additional research for this patient population is critical. While there is still room for further study on surgical technique, the role of prevention programs in all young active individuals needs further assessment. Ideally, prospective and multicenter studies will provide the evidence needed that will allow for better care and prevention for our young athletes.
